Jeep side panel

No matter how hard you try to forestall it, the sheetmetal can eventually become a mass of rust
and wrinkles. One solution is to replace just the body panels rather than the whole body. But
the truth is only a few simple tools to tear the old stuff off and a good welder to put the new
steel in place are needed. Flores has shredded a panel or two on the Jeep over the years, and
rust rot has taken over in some areas. The body creaked and was generally falling apart at the
seams and crying for a rebuild. We called Raybuck Auto Body for advice, and the guys there
sent us a new set of side panels that was extremely close to the original design. Check out how
the old side panel came off, how the new panel was patched in, and the tools that were used.
Except for the time it takes to do the seam sealing and paint and bodywork, each panel should
take no more than a half day to install. The results were better than expected, and minus the old
holes and wrinkles on the skin, the old war-horse will continue Jeeping. Close Ad. Forums
Photos Industry Videos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. More Information and Add to Cart
Options. When ordering via fax all major types of credit cards will be accepted. Be sure to
carefully record your card number, expiration date and security code. Top credit card security is
strictly maintained by us. Click here for a printable order form. For your fastest service you may
order on-line. Foreign can be placed on-line if we are to ship your order to an address anywhere
in the USA. In such cases our standard shipping charges will apply. Orders that are to be
shipped to foreign countries, Alaska or Hawaii will require a special shipping quote and are not
to be placed on-line. You may simply em ail us your anticipated order and complete shipping
address along with your telephone number. We will then provide you with a shipping quote
according to your shipping preference if you have one. We will also provide you with further
ordering information at that time. All foreign, Alaskan and Hawaiian orders, once confirmed, are
to be placed via credit card only. Click here for a printable order form if needed. Click Here for
printable order form if needed or simply write down your order and your other information on
whatever paper you choose. E-Mail us at Mark ClassicEnt. Classic Enterprises is a
manufacturing facility and factory direct outlet. We do not maintain a large inven tory of any one
particular item and thus are not always stocked with all of the items which you may need.
Non-inventoried items are made to order in the order in which the order was received. Normal
shipping time from our facility is 7 days or less. Sometimes it may take a week longer for certain
items. If your order does not arrive within 20 days of order placement, give us a call and we will
check the status of your order or furnish you with a tracking number at that time. Any of our
products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason within 30 days of the
receipt of your order. No returns will be accepted without prior approval. All returns must
include the original paperwork if available and a detailed note stating the reason for the return.
We also will require a clear return address, a telephone number and an e-mail address if
available. An additional restock fee will be assessed on any returns that must be re-worked by
us in order to be resalable. Return shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer
although we will assume or reimburse all return expenses if we are in error. On-Line Orders
Return Policy Any of our products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason
within 30 days of the receipt of your order. Thank you in advance for your patience and
consideration. They are designed to work together to form a complete side repair. The wheel
opening has the finished edge as it should. Panel B is flanged where it meets panel A for a
smooth fit. More Information and Add to Cart Options. Our extended width floor panels are
available in properly gauged American draw quality steel. Our panels are accurately die
stamped as a full length panel that spans the distance from the firewall seam to the rear floor
riser as one continuous panel. A one piece panel makes for fewer fitting and alignment
problems and less welding and warpage during installation. The outside edges of our panels are
folded down as was original. The inboard edges are folded properly upward to follow the
transmission tunnel curvatures as shown in our photo. We do not drill or punch any holes other
than the two per panel as shown in the photos at the right. We have found that our customers
prefer to drill their own according to their need and preference. Outside edge is rolled down as
was original. The length of our panel is from the firewall seam to the rear floor riser as one
continuous panel. Jeep Foot Area Repair Clips. Traverse, Full or Partial. Comes with all
captured nuts and studs attatched. Original factory size and standards. Caged nuts are
pre-installed for your convenience. Captured nuts are attached. Top and bottom views are
shown in the photo at the right. The support as shown is side interchangeable and is to be used
on either the driver or passenger side as was original to the vehicle. Comes with Captured Nuts
are attached. The upper edge of our panel is flanged to allow for a flush fit when clamping
against your cut along the driver and passenger side entrances. The forward, upper, rear and
lower edges of our panel are a duplication of the original. The length of our panel begins with a
90 0 fold at the front fender seam and ends with a properly formed wheel arch area just like the
original. Rear edge is flanged to form a flush fit during installation. Includes original type

reinforcement on the front of each panel where it bolts to the fender. Jeep Cowl Area
Reinforcement. Strict attention is paid to crisp stamping detail and general panel appearance
and accuracy. Our main panel is properly American gauged. Our attached floor supports are
over-gauged which will provide you with a much tougher and durable panel. All appropriate
threaded fasteners are attached as they were on the original panel. Our wheelhouses are of
exceptional quality and made in properly gauged steel. All ribs and outboard edges are die
formed for proper appearance and detailed accuracy. Our wheelhouses are sized for an exact fit
during your installation. Jeep Wheelhouse Support Baffle. Nicely die formed panel. The wheel
side edge is properly rolled inward as was original. All tailgate end supports are intended to
attach the body to the frame via a body bolt at each end of the support. All captured nuts
brought to original factory size and standard. We have paid very close attention to quality and
detail and thus have an exceptional product for you. Perfectly detailed cut and formed in
original gauge steel. When ordering via fax all major types of credit cards will be accepted. Be
sure to carefully record your card number, expiration date and security code. Top credit card
security is strictly maintained by us. Click here for a printable order form. For your fastest
service you may order on-line. Foreign can be placed on-line if we are to ship your order to an
address anywhere in the USA. In such cases our standard shipping charges will apply. Orders
that are to be shipped to foreign countries, Alaska or Hawaii will require a special shipping
quote and are not to be placed on-line. You may simply e-mail us your anticipated order and
complete shipping address along with your telephone number. We will then provide you with a
shipping quote according to your shipping preference if you have one. We will also provide you
with further ordering information at that time. All foreign, Alaskan and Hawaiian orders, once
confirmed, are to be placed via credit card only. Click here for a printable order form if needed.
Click Here for printable order form if needed or simply write down your order and your other
information on whatever paper you choose. E-Mail us at Mark ClassicEnt. Classic Enterprises is
a manufacturing facility and factory direct outlet. We do not maintain a large inventory of any
one particular item and thus are not always stocked with all of the items which you may need.
Non-inventoried items are made to order in the order in which the order was received. Normal
shipping time from our facility is 7 days or less. Sometimes it may take a week longer for certain
items. If your order does not arrive within 20 days of order placement, give us a call and we will
check the status of your order or furnish you with a tracking number at that time. Any of our
products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason within 30 days of the
receipt of your order. No returns will be accepted without prior approval. All returns must
include the original paperwork if available and a detailed note stating the reason for the return.
We also will require a clear return address, a telephone number and an e-mail address if
available. An additional restock fee will be assessed on any returns that must be re-worked by
us in order to be resalable. Return shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer
although we will assume or reimburse all return expenses if we are in error. Click here to find
out why. None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Our rear of front floor repair panel is for
the area that rusts out under the roll bar mount and seat belt area. The outside edge is rolled
down as was original. Die Stamped 18 Gauge Steel None of our panels are cosmetically coated.
ToeBoard B. Traverse, Full or Partial C. Inboard D. Our product comes with all nut blocks and
cages pre-attached. Our one piece support can be installed without removing the body from the
frame although you may have to raise the body slightly on some types. A one piece traverse
support is sure to save you considerable cutting, alignment, welding time and alleviate a lot of
general installation frustration as well. Die formed in steel heavier than the original. Exposed
face surface 4" high 18 Gauge Steel None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Inside view.
Our "B" pillar lower repair section may be all that you need for your repair. Our product is well
made, properly gauged and has a height of 5" as shown. The lower baffel is pre-installed in its
proper position. Our rear floor riser is made like the originals, properly gauged, die stamped and
of very good quality. Our newly reproduced exhaust heat shield protects your rear floor panel
from excessive muffler heat. Note that our panel is shown upside down for illustrative purposes
and that the indent detail differs from the original. Can also be ordered for use on types that do
not have tailgates. Die Formed None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Spice up your Jeep
with updated taillights that are sure to give your vehicle a cool look. Each taillight has one red,
one amber and one backup light along with a chrome finish perimeter bezel. Use our lights on
any Jeep with or without a tailgate. On-Line Orders Return Policy Any of our products can be
returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason within 30 days of the receipt of your order.
Thank you in advance for your patience and consideration. More Information and Add to Cart
Options. The length of the panel is from the rear floor riser forward to the toe board area with an
approximate 2" roll up. The outside edge of our panel is formed downward to attach to the side
panel as was original to the vehicle. We have provided an extra 2" of material at the

transmission tunnel area which you can roll up if needed or trim off if not needed. Our
passenger side floor panel does provide for the floor of the toolbox. Some early CJ5 Jeep floor
supports have a square tubing support element that fits under the driver firewall support. If your
Jeep has this, you can use the option below to order the "tube type". Sometimes the Jeep
engineers did mysterious things. Made for later types not needing an emergency brake spring
return retainer. Companion to floor supports above. Our baffel is a very good representation of
the original factory issued Jeep baffel, which was somewhat crude in its original concept and
construction. The extra width is provided by our 2" joiner which is securely and neatly
spot-welded into place. Our CJ 7 baffel will also fit and do the same job. S ame lettering and
scale as originally stamped into CJ2A windshield panel. The wheel side edge is properly rolled
inward as was original. Our panel is a restoration quality product and completely American
made in our facility with properly gauged Americal steel. All holes are properly punched and all
supports are part of the panel. Likewise all stationary nuts and loops have been properly
installed for a completely authentic look. As with all of our panels and assorted components
you may do a return if you are not completely satisfied with our product. Spot welds will be
visible on the outside of panel. Properly gauged steel, die formed and punched. Tail Light Panel
Die formed in 18 gauge steel as was original. All edges are properly formed as was original.
Panels are not drilled or punched, which allows the installer various tail light placement options.
Die formed in 18 gauge steel as was original. Panels are not drilled or punched which allows the
installer various tail light placement options. When ordering via fax all major types of credit
cards will be accepted. Be sure to carefully record your card number, expiration date and
security code. Top credit card security is strictly maintained by us. Click here for a printable
order form. For your fastest service you may order on-line. Foreign can be placed on-line if we
are to ship your order to an address anywhere in the USA. In such cases our standard shipping
charges will apply. Orders that are to be shipped to foreign countries, Alaska or Hawaii will
require a special shipping quote and are not to be placed on-line. We will then provide you with
a shipping quote according to your shipping preference if you have one. We will also provide
you with further ordering information at that time. All foreign, Alaskan and Hawaiian orders,
once confirmed, are to be placed via credit card only. Click here for a printable order form if
needed. Click Here for printable order form if needed or simply write down your order and your
other information on whatever paper you choose. E-Mail us at Mark ClassicEnt. Classic
Enterprises is a manufacturing facility and factory direct outlet. We do not maintain a large
inventory of any one particular item and thus are not always stocked with all of the items which
you may need. Non-inventoried items are made to order in the order in which the order was
received. Normal shipping time from our facility is 7 days or less. Sometimes it may take a week
longer for certain items. If your order does not arrive within 20 days of order placement, give us
a call and we will check the status of your order or furnish you with a tracking number at that
time. Any of our products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund for any reason within 30
days of the receipt of your order. No returns will be accepted without prior approval. All returns
must include the original paperwork if available and a detailed note stating the reason for the
return. We also will require a clear return address, a telephone number and an e-mail address if
available. An additional restock fee will be assessed on any returns that must be re-worked by
us in order to be resalable. Return shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer
although we will assume or reimburse all return expenses if we are in error. Forward edge
formed to fit wheel arch as original. Flanged upper edge for welding purposes. Exposed surface
approximately 12 inches tall, when measuring from lower edge to bottom of flanged area. The
section covers the spare tire support, a typical problem area for rust. Click here to find out why.
Our panels include an original type upper perimeter reinforcement channel and a complete and
properly formed upper panel curvature relief. The rear of the panel is curved to make the corner
radius that allows for mating to the wheel house and tail light panel of your Jeep. We have paid
great attention to the accuracy and detail of our panel. Note that a number of "JEEP" font styles
and font placements are available. None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Our 2 piece side
repair kit has a crisp "Jeep" stamped front quarter panel, and the rear quarter panel. They are
designed to work together to form a complete side repair. Both are made in 18 gauge steel here
in our plant. The wheel opening has a finished edge. Panel B is flanged where it meets panel A
for a smooth fit. The upper edge of our panel is flanged to allow for a flush fit when clamping
against your cut along the driver and passenger side entrances. The forward, upper, rear and
lower edges of our panel are a duplication of the original. The length of our panel begins with a
90 0 fold at the front fender seam and ends with the formed wheel arch area as original. The
exposed face surface is 4" high. Rear edge is flanged to form a flush fit during installation. Die
Formed 14 Gauge Steel 10 inches tall None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Floor Support
Joiners sold separately. Die Stamped 16 Gauge Steel None of our panels are cosmetically

coated. Die formed in steel heavier than the original with Frame Mounts attached. Our newest
generation of rear floor panels are now manufactured using updated patterns and dies. Strict
attention is paid to crisp stamping detail and general panel appearance and accuracy. Our main
panel is properly American gauged. Our attached floor supports are over-gauged which will
provide you with a much tougher and durable panel. We have a limited number of odd-ball
original factory rear floor panels available. All are mildly surface rusted as shown in the
example at the right. Two floor supports will be included but not attached. Our wheelhouses are
of exceptional quality and made in properly gauged American steel. All ribs and outboard edges
are die formed for proper appearance and detailed accuracy. Our channel reinforcement is
made in properly gauged steel and will attatch to your original passenger side wheelhouse
baffel. Properly Gauged Steel None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Properly gauged and
redesigned for a proper fit. Chain hook eyes attached! Our Military taillight bracket rear support
is produced in 18 gauge steel. All holes are properly punched. Spice up your Jeep with updated
taillights that are sure to give your vehicle a cool look. Each taillight has one red, one amber
and one backup light along with a chrome finish perimeter bezel. Use our lights on any Jeep
with or without a tailgate. A ll edges are properly formed as was original. Die Formed 18 Gauge
Steel None of our panels are cosmetically coated. Produced in 16 gauge steel. Heavier than
original. Jeep Rear Valence Panel. Angle Supports as a unit. Produced in original gauge steel.
On-Line Orders Return Policy Any of our products can be returned for a prompt credit or refund
for any reason within 30 days of the receipt of your order. Thank you in advance for your
patience and consideration. We offer competitive pricing without sacrificing quality to save you
money as well as time. Restoring your Jeep to the like-new condition can extend its life and
your safety. We ensure we stock our shelves with premium products that we would use,
knowing you can count on them as well. Your vehicle may need Jeep repair panels for several
reasons whether it be from rust, dents, or another type of damage. Our Jeep Cherokee XJ rust
repair panels are manufactured using heavy-gauge stamped steel as thick or thicker than the
OEM part, so you get increased durability without worrying about warping or bending during
installation. We also apply an EDP coating for additional protection before you paint or scuff the
panels. They often take more adjustments and modifications to install and offer subpar results.
Each Jeep repair panel is made for the specific year, make and model of vehicle, so you get the
right repair panel for your Jeep Cherokee XJ every time. Our process involves a 3D scan of an
original part to ensure perfect fitment. As one of the leading suppliers of replacement and
restoration auto body parts for Jeep, we have dedicated the past 30 plus years building our
inventory. Our experts seek out and provide the best quality products because we are Jeep
enthusiasts like you. Order online today and your panels will most likely ship within one
business day. Call us if you need help, and a live representative will provide in-depth answers
and advice. We look forward to serving you and helping you get your Jeep Cherokee XJ back to
like-new condition! Due to shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to arrive.
Thanks for your patience. If you own a Jeep Cherokee model between the years of and ,
Raybuck Auto Body Parts offers rust repair panels for your specific vehicle. Whether you use
your Jeep day in and day out, or for weekend off-roading and cruising down backroads, rust
and dirt can begin to accumulate over time. When corrosion, dents and scratches surface, take
action to repair and protect your ride. Our vast inventory of auto body panels ranges from lower
rear door skins to front floor sections depending on your needs. Our solutions allow you to
repair your Jeep Cherokee XJ to get it looking like new again. Browse our online inventory and
contact us with any questions! Rust repair panels allow you to repair your Jeep, and we provide
the following: â€” Dog legs â€” Front floor sections â€” Front quarter panels â€” Lower front
door skins â€” Lower rear door skins â€” Lower rear quarter panels â€” Rear floor sections â€”
Rear quarter panels â€” Rocker panel backing plates â€” Rocker panels â€” And more! Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to
main content. See All Buying Options. Brand: Omix-Ada. This fits your. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured
items you may like. Customers who bought this item also bought. Omix-Ada Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top review from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Awesome quality metal, the packaging could
have safely transported a nuclear warhead hahaha. The shipping was fast too. The only thing

that is different from OEM panels is that the jeep stamp actually has depressions in the centers
of the two E's and the P. This makes putting colored decals kinda difficult. But no biggie. See all
reviews. Pages wi
saturn vue ac compressor
2009 toyota camery
2002 lincoln ls engine compartment diagram
th related products. See and discover other items: jeep , jeep wrangler yj , jeep cj7 interior parts
, jeep , body parts for a cj7 , jeep yj parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life.

